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Feedback Control and Time-Optimal Control about Overhead Crane by Visual Servo and These Combination Control

1. Introduction

Overhead cranes are broadly used in industry. However, undesirable load swing is often induced with transportation. Therefore, various researches about control of positioning and swing suppression of crane load have been made. On the other hand, a worker operates a crane skillfully by manual-operation in transportation. Hence, support system and automation of crane operation are expected from the viewpoint of safety and production efficiency.

Feedback, time-optimal and these combination controls by visual servo for practical use are described in this section. A visual servo device has the following two types. One type is installed separately from a crane and another type is installed on a trolley. Two problems related to the crane control will be discussed from here.

The first problem is feedback control by separate type of visual servo device. Separate type device is the case that the device cannot be installed on the crane. It has to track transportation movement and measure swing of the load. Base-line stereo which has parallel optical axes of two cameras uses parallax where tracked target point is not in the center of camera image and therefore, tracking control is difficult to succeed. Gaze controlled stereo vision device has the mechanism that an intersection point of two cameras optical axes always accords with the target and can catch the target point in the center of camera image. This stereo vision device is made and used it for experiments. Using camera image data and tracking controlled camera angles, crane load can be tracked and at the same time 3 dimensional position of the load can be got. By using these data, feedback control of positioning and swing suppression was applied to crane load in experiments.

The second problem is combination control of time optimal control and feedback control by installed type of visual servo device. Installed type device is not necessary to track transportation movement, then that is why 3D-camera fixed to trolley is used. This type device can measure displacements of both swing of the load and rope hoisting. Time optimal control is feed forward control. Trolley acceleration time for swing suppression control is set using exact natural period of load swing that is beforehand estimated. However, when with lack of information of actual rope length, position of center of gravity
or moment of inertia of crane load, it is often that an incorrect natural period of load swing is used, and swing is induced. Therefore, it is practical to use combination control of both time optimal control of transportation positioning and feedback control of swing suppression of the load and it was inspected by experiments.

In addition, when rope length changes while swing suppression control, feedback control needs variable control gains of nonlinear system. Then, the method that control digital gains can be redesigned by analog gains was developed and these variable digital gains were used in experiments.

2. Crane feedback control by gaze-controlled stereo vision installed separately from the crane

2.1 Dynamic model and control of overhead crane

An overhead crane model and a stereo vision installed separately from the crane are shown in Fig. 1. This system has five-degree-of-freedom (trolley \( x, y \), rope length \( l \), swing angle amplitude \( \theta \), swing direction angle \( \phi \)). Stereovision has four-degree-of-freedom from \( \theta_1 \) to \( \theta_4 \).

Fig. 1. Experimental model of overhead crane and stereo vision

Transportation and swing suppression are thought about the crane. The state equation associated with trolley displacement and swing angle is obtained using control input \( \ddot{x} = u_x, \dot{y} = u_y \),

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \ddot{x} = A \ddot{x} + bu, \quad \frac{d}{dt} \dot{y} = A \dot{y} + bu
\]  

(1)

where
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\[
A = \begin{bmatrix}
0 & 0 & 1 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & -\frac{K}{l} & 0 & -\frac{2i}{l}
\end{bmatrix}, \quad b = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \ddot{x} = \begin{bmatrix} x \\ \alpha \\ y \\ \beta \\
\end{bmatrix}, \quad \ddot{y} = \begin{bmatrix} \dot{y} \\ \beta \end{bmatrix}
\]

Swing angles are supposed to be small values. Digital regulator where trolley displacements follow desired positions and swing angles decrease to zero value can be designed as,

\[
u_{dk} = G_d \ddot{e}_{dk}, \quad u_{bk} = G_d \ddot{e}_{bk},
\]

where

\[
\ddot{e}_{dk} = [x_d - x_k - \alpha_k - \dot{x}_k - \alpha_k]^T, \quad \ddot{e}_{bk} = [y_d - y_k - \beta_k - \dot{y}_k - \beta_k]^T.
\]

\[k = 1, 2, \ldots \] indicates time series with sampling time. From the closed loop relation between analog state and digital state that is redesigned to digitize the analog state, digital gain \(G_d = [k_{1d} \quad k_{2d} \quad k_{3d} \quad k_{4d}] \) can be obtained from analog gain \(G_a \) determined by pole assignment.

\[
G_d = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{2} G_a q \right)^{-1} G_a (I + p),
\]

where

\[
p = \left( I - \frac{T}{2} A \right)^{-1} \left( I + \frac{T}{2} A \right), \quad q = T \left( I - \frac{T}{2} A \right)^{-1} b.
\]

Velocity of the trolley can be obtained from eq.(2) by integrating with sampling time.

### 2.2 Gaze-controlled stereo vision

Stereo vision is shown in Fig. 2 and camera (XV1000,Keyence Corp.) coordinates in Fig. 3. Camera image positions of moving point \(T\) indicated by camera coordinate \(3c, 4c\) are expressed as,

\[
3c = \begin{bmatrix} x_c \\ y_c \\ z_c \end{bmatrix}, \quad 4c = \begin{bmatrix} x_c \\ y_c \\ z_c \end{bmatrix}.
\]

Therefore, point \(T\) indicated by target coordinate \(3t, 4t\) can be expressed with image data,

\[
3t = \frac{a_1}{f} \begin{bmatrix} x_c \\ y_c \\ z_c \end{bmatrix}, \quad 4t = \frac{a_2}{f} \begin{bmatrix} x_c \\ y_c \\ z_c \end{bmatrix},
\]

\(a_1, a_2\) are distances from the lens center to the target-point along optical axes using \(c_i = \cos \theta_i, s_i = \sin \theta_i \) (for \(i = 1 \sim 4\)) and \(c_{34} = \cos (\theta_3 - \theta_4), s_{34} = \sin (\theta_3 - \theta_4)\),

\[
a_1 = \frac{2b}{y_c} \frac{y_c - y_k}{s_k - s_4} - \frac{y_c}{f} (1 - c_{34}) + s_{34}, \quad a_2 = \frac{2b}{y_c} \frac{y_c - y_k}{s_k - s_4} + \frac{y_c}{f} (1 - c_{34}) - s_{34}
\]
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Fig. 2. Stereo vision installed separately from the crane

Fig. 3. Camera coordinates and optical axes

Positions by joint coordinate 3, 4 can be expressed,

\[
\begin{align*}
3P_r &= \begin{bmatrix} 3x_T \\ 3y_T \\ 3z_T \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} x_T + a_1 \\ (a_1/f)y_{3c} \\ (a_1/f)z_{3c} \end{bmatrix}, & 4P_r &= \begin{bmatrix} 4x_T \\ 4y_T \\ 4z_T \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} x_T + a_2 \\ (a_2/f)y_{4c} \\ (a_2/f)z_{4c} \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

From \(3P_r\), the position expressed with base coordinate 0 is given by,
\[ 0_p^T = \begin{bmatrix} x^T \\ y^T \\ z^T \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} c_1s_2(3z^T - h) + c_1c_2(s_3^3x^T - s_3y^T) - s_1(s_3^3x^T + c_3^3y^T + h) \\ s_1s_2(3z^T - h) + s_1c_2(s_3^3x^T - s_3y^T) + c_1(s_3^3x^T + c_3^3y^T + h) \\ c_2(3z^T - h) - s_2(s_3^3x^T - s_3y^T) + h \end{bmatrix} \] (8)

Similarly, the position of the target can be obtained from \( 4_p^T \). Fig. 4 (a) shows the gazing state where the target is on a point of intersection of optical axes of both cameras where the position is given by putting \( y_{3c} = y_{4c} = 0, \quad z_{3c} = z_{4c} = 0 \) into eq.(7). Fig. 4 (b) shows the looking state of parallel optical axes of both cameras by putting \( \theta_3 = \theta_4 = 0 \) into eq.(7). Therefore, expressions of (6), (7) include not only gaze but also parallel stereo.

Fig. 4. Looking states using gaze and parallel optical axes of stereo cameras

We can see that the three-dimensional position of a crane load is the function with camera angles, image data, the focus distance and stereovision dimensions. It is gaze control that there is a moving point in the center of camera image, and tracking control that always catches a moving point to camera image.

When an intersection point of two cameras optical axes accords with a moving point, stereovision angles become target desired angles for the gaze/tracking control. Target desired angles as shown in Fig. 5 using measured position of eq.(8) are provided by inverse kinematics,

\[
\begin{align*}
\theta_{3d} &= A \tan 2(0_{y^T}, 0_{z^T}) \\
\theta_{4d} &= -\frac{\pi}{2} - A \tan 2(0_{x^T} - h, 0_{x^T}^2 + 0_{y^T}^2) \\
&\quad + A \tan 2(0_{x^T}^2 + 0_{y^T}^2 + 0_{z^T}^2 - h, -h^2) \\
\theta_{5d} &= -\theta_{4d} \\
\theta_{6d} &= A \tan 2(0_{x^T}^2 + 0_{y^T}^2 + 0_{z^T}^2 - h^2, -h^2)
\end{align*}
\]

Digital controller by which the controlled angle \( \theta_i \) follows the desired angle \( \theta_{id} \) is given by,

\[
u = k_{i2d}(\theta_{ik} - \theta_{ik}) - k_{i2d}\theta_{ik} \quad (i = 1 \sim 4)
\] (10)

Manipulating velocities are obtained by integrating with sampling time.
2.3 Visual feedback control of overhead crane

Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of visual feedback control of overhead crane. Half of the upper part shows crane control, and half of the bottom shows stereo vision control.

Fig. 6. Block diagram
Experimental results are shown from Fig. 7 to Fig. 11. In these figures, "with control" is defined that trolleys are controlled by visual feedback. Fig. 7 shows rope length. Hoisting the crane load is controlled where the rope length changes upward from initial length 1.25m to target length 0.8m. Fig. 8 shows traveling and traversing transportation of trolley-X, Y. As for the controlled response, both of traveling of trolley-X and traversing of trolley-Y move to the target position 0.6m while doing swing suppression. Fig. 9 shows swing amplitude suppressed by visual feedback control though the rope length changes. Fig. 10 shows manipulating angles of stereo vision. The horizontal angle $\theta_1$ changes largely to track the transportation of the load when trolleys are moving. And when the trolleys stay, it tracks the swing of the load, particularly large swing without control. The vertical angle $\theta_2$ changes to track the hoisting of the load. Two camera angles $\theta_3, \theta_4$ change to gaze the load. Fig. 11 shows the changes of digital gains of trolley traveling and traversing. Gains change according to the rope length change of hosting of the load and the coefficient $k_{2d}$ changes most, in proportion to swing angle that is sensitive for length.

![Fig. 7. Rope length with hoisting upward](image)

![Fig. 8. Traveling and traversing transportation of trolley- X, Y](image)
Fig. 9. Swing amplitude

Fig. 10. Manipulating angles of stereo vision

Fig. 11. Digital gains for crane control
3. Combination control of time optimal control and feedback control by 3D-camera installed on the trolley

3.1 Time optimal control as feed forward

Fig. 12 shows an overhead crane with 3D-camera (SR3000, CSEM Inc.) installed on the trolley and the marker on the crane load. Fig. 13 shows the crane load having constant rope length under the condition of trolley’s constant acceleration $u_0$.

![Fig. 12. Photograph of 3D-camera and marker](image)

The equations of motion is written as,

$$\ddot{\theta} + \omega^2 \theta = \frac{u_0}{l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where, $\omega = \sqrt{g/l}$ is natural circular frequency and $T = 2\pi/\omega$ is natural period.
Solution of eq. (11) is,

\[ \theta = (1 - \cos \omega t)u_0 / g \]  \hspace{1cm} (12)

When initial condition is \( \theta(0) = \dot{\theta}(0) = 0 \), the swing angle is maximum \( \theta(T/2) = 2u_0 / g \) at \( T/2 \) and \( \theta(T) = \dot{\theta}(T) = 0 \) at \( T \). Therefore, when the trolley accelerates with \( u_0 \) from \( t = 0 \) to \( T \), swing angle is zero after the time \( T \). This is well known and we call this "synchronous control" here. To make the travelling time less than natural period \( T \), there is time-optimal control where the acceleration \( u_0 \) and \(-u_0\) are switched each other using the minimum principle. Fig. 14 shows time trajectory of feedforward control. Two of synchronous control and time-optimal control are indicated in phase plane of swing angle. Synchronous control moves around P-point of circle with radius \( u_0 / g \) in order O-A-C\(_1\)-B-O. Necessary time to move around the circle is natural period \( T \). Time-optimal control moves in order O-A-C\(_2\)-B-O where A, B are switching points and center of arc A-C\(_2\) is Q-point. Necessary time \( T_{op} \) to move around is as follows,

\[ T_{op} = 2T_c + T_d \quad (\leq T) \]  \hspace{1cm} (13)

where, \( T_c = \zeta / \omega, T_d = \eta / \omega, \eta = 2\tan^{-1}(\sin\zeta / (2 - \cos \zeta)) \).

Fig. 15 shows feedforward control of trolley. (a) is acceleration and (b) is velocity of trolley.

Fig. 16 shows time trajectory of feedforward control of trolley using false natural period \( \omega_l = \sqrt{g/l} \), where \( l_e \) is error rope length. Synchronous control moves in order O-A-C\(_1\)-O-O\(_1\) and necessary time becomes \( (\omega_l/\omega_1)T \). Similarly, time-optimal control moves in order O-A-C\(_2\)-B-O\(_2\) and necessary time becomes \( (\omega_l/\omega_2)T_{op} \). As a result of these, residual swing vibration occurs as shown a circle around origin O-point with radius OO\(_1\) or OO\(_2\).
3.2 Visual control experiments by 3D-camera

Three kinds of experiments using 3D-camera are done. These are experiment of feedback control, feed forward control and combination control.

(a) Visual feedback control experiment

Most of the same experiment as the visual feedback control by stereo vision was performed by 3D-camera. Fig. 17 shows rope length and trolley transportation. These are similar as results of Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 using stereo vision control.
Fig. 17. Rope length and trolley of visual feedback control using 3D-camera

(a) Rope length with hoisting upward
(b) Trolley transportation

Fig. 18. Swing amplitude and digital gains of visual feedback control using 3D-camera

(a) Swing amplitude
(b) Digital gains for crane control

Fig. 18 shows swing amplitude and digital gains for crane control. The swing vibration is suppressed using visual feedback by 3D-camera same as by stereo vision.

Fig. 19. Trolley's velocity
(b) Visual time-optimal control experiment

Experimental results of time-optimal control of the load suspended by rope length \( l = 1.67m \) are from Fig. 19 to Fig. 21. Fig. 19 shows trolley’s velocities of two patterns. One is time-optimal \( T_c = 0.6s, T_d = 0.4s \) from correct natural period and another is error time \( T_c = 0.5s, T_d = 0.4s \) using false natural period. Fig. 20 is the trolley’s displacement controlled to the desire 0.5m. Fig. 21 is the swing amplitude. In the case of time-optimal control, the load swings with 4 deg amplitude until the time \( 2T_{op} = 3.2s \) and after that it stays without swing. In the case of the control using false natural period, the load swings with 5 deg until the time \( 2T_{op} = 2.8s \) and after that it's swing continues with 1.5 deg.

![Trolley transportation](fig20.png)

Fig. 20. Trolley transportation

![Swing amplitude](fig21.png)

Fig. 21. Swing amplitude

(c) Combination control experiment

We tried the combination control that is the time-optimal feed forward control of transportation and the visual feedback control of swing suppression. Experimental results of
combination control are from Fig. 22 to Fig. 24. Fig. 22 shows trolley’s velocities. In the first part, the time-optimal feedforward control with time $T_x = 0.5$ s, $T_y = 0.4$ s using false natural period is used until $2T_{op} = 2.8$ s. Afterwards visual feedback control is used.

Fig. 22. Trolley’s velocity

Fig. 23. Trolley transportation

Fig. 24. Swing amplitude
Fig. 23 is the trolley’s displacement controlled to the desire 0.5m. A little drift occurs in y direction. Fig. 24 is the swing amplitude. In this case, the load swings with 5 deg until the time $T_{sw} = 2.8s$, but after that it’s swing decreased to zero by visual feedback control, different from Fig. 21.

Fig. 25. Two different marker positions

Fig. 26. Trolley transportation for arbitrary marker position

Fig. 27. Swing amplitude for arbitrary marker position
As for the load marker, it is realistic to install the marker on the crane hook or on the arbitrary position of the rope. Fig. 25 shows two different marker positions where one is installed on the load and another is located 0.5m upward. Fig. 26 and Fig. 27 are experiments using combination control for two different positions of load marker. No significant difference appeared in the response of trolley position and swing angle.

4. Conclusion

A trial stereovision device of separate type from the crane is manufactured and tried to control the overhead crane by vision feedback. Three-dimensional positions measurement and the control of tracking/gazing about the crane transportation load were carried out by the stereovision. Using measured visual three-dimensional load position, positioning and swing suppression control of the overhead crane was done. The experimental results of the overhead crane control by vision feedback showed that the used control system was effective. Next, combination control of time-optimal feedforward control for transportation and feedback control for swing suppression were carried out by a visual servo device using 3D-camera installed on the crane. The combination control is practical and effective for actual crane with various swing natural period. There is little influence which the installed location of a marker gives visual feedback control. In addition, when rope length changes while swing suppression control, feedback control needs variable control gains of nonlinear system. Then, the method that control digital gains can be redesigned by analog gains was developed and these variable digital gains were used in experiments.
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